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Seaside Wishes
Card

ard Measurements:

Basic Beige cs card base - 11" x 4 1/4" scored at 5 1/2".

Very Vanilla cs panel - 5 3/8" x 4 1/8".

Embossed Basic Beige cs panel - 5 1/4" x 4" .

Embossed Very Vanilla cs, Basic Beige cs, & Crumb Cake cs sand dollars - embossed and

die cut with the Seaside Wishes Hybrid embossing folder & dies.

Embossed Very Vanilla cs sentiment panel - 1" x 1 1/4" with the bottom edge torn.

Very Vanilla cs inside panel - 5 1/8" x 3 7/8".

Embossed Crumb Cake cs strip - two 1/4" x 4".

White Baker's Twine

cs = cardstock

Supplies needed:

Simply Said Mix & Match

Photopolymer Stamp Set

(English)

[163756 ]

$17.00

Seaside Wishes Bundle

(English)

[163498 ]

$47.50

Crumb Cake Classic Stampin'

Pad

[147116 ]

$9.00

Basic Beige 8 1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[164511 ]

$11.50

Very Vanilla 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[101650 ]

$13.00

Crumb Cake 8-1/2" X 11"

Cardstock

[120953 ]

$11.50

Stampin' Cut & Emboss

Machine

[149653 ]

$130.00

Seaside Wishes Hybrid

Embossing Folder

[163497 ]

$33.00

Paper Trimmer

[152392 ]

$28.00

Paper Snips

[103579 ]

$12.00
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Bone Folder

[102300 ]

$8.00

Simply Shammy

[147042 ]

$9.00

Take Your Pick

[144107 ]

$12.00

Baker's Twine Essentials

Pack

[155475 ]

$11.00

Iridescent Foil Gems

[162842 ]

$8.00

Mini Glue Dots

[103683 ]

$7.25

Stampin' Dimensionals

[104430 ]

$4.25

Multipurpose Liquid Glue

[110755 ]

$6.00

Stamped With Love

Photopolymer Stamp Set

(English)

[161395 ]

$20.00

Project Recipe:

1. Start with a Basic Beige cardstock card base. Cut a Very Vanilla cardstock panel and

a Basic Beige cardstock panel. Dry emboss the Basic Beige cardstock panel with the

Seaside Wishes 3D Hybrid embossing folder. Glue the panels together and then to the

card base.
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2. Die cut a Crumb Cake cardstock, a Basic Beige cardstock, and a Very Vanilla

cardstock sand dollar with the Seaside Wishes 3D embossing folder and die cut them

out at the same time by inserting the dies in the embossing folder. Use glue, glue

dots, and Stampin' Dimensionals to add the three die cut sand dollars in the center of

the card front.

3. Using a piece of the embossed Very Vanilla cardstock (le� over from making the

sand dollars), cut a sentiment panel. Stamp the sentiment from the Simply Said

stamp set in Crumb Cake ink on the back side (smoother side) of the created Very

Vanilla cardstock panel. Gently tear the bottom edge of the sentiment panel. Use glue

dots to add the sentiment to the card front overlapping the sand dollars. Tie a bow

with White Baker's Twine (leaving the tails long) and use glue dots to add the bow to

the card front above the right side of the sentiment. Add Iridescent Foil Gems to the

card front for sparkle.

4. Add a Very Vanilla cardstock panel to write your message. Stamp the sentiment

from the Simply Said stamp set in Crumb Cake ink and add a strip of embossed

Crumb Cake cardstock to the inside and back of the card to pull the theme through. I

also used glue to add a Very Vanilla cardstock embossed sand dollar to the bottom

right of the inside panel.
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